
Unit 3C:  
Biological Bases of Behavior: 

Genetics, Evolutionary Psychology, 
and Behavior



Unit Overview
• Behavior Genetics: Predicting Individual 

Differences
• Evolutionary Psychology:             

Understanding Human                         
Nature

• Reflections on Nature and                    
Nurture

Click on the any of the above hyperlinks to go to that section in the 
presentation.



Behavior Genetics: Predicting 
Individual Differences



Introduction 

• Behavior genetics
Heredity 
versus the 
environment



Genes: Our Codes for Life 

• Chromosome
• DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid)
• Genes

– Active (expressed)                        
vs. inactive

• Genome



Genes:	Our	Codes	for	Life	
Chromosomes containing DNA 

(deoxyribonucleic acid) are situated                   
in the nucleus of a cell.



Genes:	Our	Codes	for	Life	
Segments within DNA consist of genes 
that make proteins to determine our 
development. 



Genes:	Our	Biological	Blueprint	

Genome is the set of complete 
instructions for making an organism, 
containing all the genes in that organism. 
Thus, the human genome makes us human, 
and the genome for drosophila makes it a 
common house fly.
Nucleotide– ATCG  
part of an alphabet that consists of only 
four letters; the sequence is nearly identical 
in all humans.



Overview	of	Gene6cs	

• Humans	have	23	pairs	of	chromosomes	

• Chromosomes	are	long	twisted	strands		
of	DNA	

• DNA	is	the	chemical	basis	of	heredity		
and	carries	instruc6ons	

• Genes	are	the	basic	unit	of	heredity;		
single	unit	of	DNA	on	the	chromosome	



Dominant	and	Recessive	

• Genotype—underlying	gene6c	
makeup	

• Phenotype—traits	that	are	expressed	

• Dominant	genes—will	always	be	
expressed	if	present	

• Recessive	genes—will	not	be	
expressed	unless	they	are	in	a	pair	





Sex	Linked	Traits	

• Traits	linked	to	the	X	or	Y	(sex)	
chromosomes	

• Usually	recessive	and	carried	on	the	X	
chromosome	

• Appear	more	frequently	in	one	sex	than	
another	

• Color	blindness,	baldness,	hemophilia,	
Fragile	X	



Behavior	Gene6cs	

§ Behavior	Gene6cs		
§ study	of	the	rela6ve	power	and	limits	of	
gene6c	and	environmental	influences	on	
behavior	

§  Environment		
§ every	nongene6c	influence,	from	prenatal	
nutri6on	to	the	people	and	things	around	us	



Twin and Adoption Studies 
Identical Versus Fraternal Twins

• Identical twins
• Fraternal twins



Twin and Adoption Studies 
Identical Versus Fraternal Twins



Twin and Adoption Studies 
Identical Versus Fraternal Twins



Twin and Adoption Studies 
Identical Versus Fraternal Twins



Twin and Adoption Studies 
Identical Versus Fraternal Twins



Twin and Adoption Studies 
Identical Versus Fraternal Twins



Twin and Adoption Studies 
Identical Versus Fraternal Twins



Behavior	Gene6cs	

§  Iden6cal	Twins	
§  develop	from	a	single	fer6lized	
egg	that	splits	in	two,	crea6ng	
two	gene6cally	iden6cal	
organisms	

§  Fraternal	Twins		
§  develop	from	separate	eggs	
§  gene6cally	no	closer	than	
brothers	and	sisters,	but	they	
share	the	fetal	environment	

Identical
twins

Fraternal
twins

Same
sex only

Same or
opposite sex



Twins	and	Procedures	
Behavior geneticists’ effects of shared and 
unique environments on total or partial 
genetic makeup.



Twin and Adoption Studies 
Separated Twins

• U of MN studies on identical 
twins separated at birth

• Anecdotal evidence
• “Virtual twins”



Twin and Adoption Studies 
Biological Versus Adoptive Relatives

• Genetic relatives
• Environmental 

relatives 



Separated	Twins	
A number of studies compared identical 
twins raised separately from birth, or close 
thereafter, and found numerous 
similarities.

Separated Twins

Personality, Intelligence

Abilities, Attitudes

Interests, Fears

Brain Waves, Heart Rate



Separated	Twins	

Critics of separated twin studies note that 
such similarities can be found between 
strangers. Researchers point out that 

differences between fraternal twins are 
greater than identical twins.

Bob Sacha



Adop9on	Studies	

Adoption studies, as opposed to twin 
studies, suggest that adoptees (who may 

be biologically unrelated) tend to be 
different from their adoptive parents and 

siblings.



Adop9ve	Studies	

Adoptive studies strongly point to the 
simple fact that biologically related children 

turn out to be different in a family. So 
investigators ask:

Do siblings have differing experiences?

Do siblings, despite sharing half of their genes, have different 
combinations of the other half of their genes?

Ultimate question: Does parenting have an effect?



Paren9ng	

Parenting does have an effect on 
biologically related and unrelated children.

Parenting Influences 
children’s

Attitudes, Values

Manners, Beliefs

Faith, Politics



Behavior	Gene6cs	

§  Temperament	
§  a	person’s	characteris6c	emo6onal	
reac6vity	and	intensity	

§  Iden6cal	twins	express	similar	
temperaments,	sugges6ng	heredity	
predisposes	temperament	

	



Behavior	Gene6cs	

§  Heritability	
§  the	propor6on	of	varia6on	among	
individuals	that	we	can	aXribute	to	
genes	

§  Heritability	refers	to	the	extent	to	
which	the	differences	among	people	
are	aXributable	to	genes.	



Group	Differences	
§  Group	differences	and	environmental	impact	

Variation within group

Variation within group

Difference within group

Poor soil Fertile soil

Seeds



Group	Differences	

If genetic influences help explain individual 
diversity in traits, can the same be said 

about group differences?

Not necessarily. Individual differences in 
weight and height are heritable and yet 

nutritional influences have made 
westerners heavier and taller than their 

ancestors were a century ago.



Nature	and	Nurture	

Some human traits are fixed, such as 
having two eyes.  However, most 

psychological traits are liable to change 
with environmental experience.

Genes provide choices for the organism to 
change its form or traits when 

environmental variables change. Therefore, 
genes are pliable or self-regulating. 



Gene-Environment	Interac9on	
Genes can influence traits which affect 
responses, and environment can affect 
gene activity.

A genetic predisposition that makes a child 
restless and hyperactive evokes an angry 
response from his parents. A stressful 
environment can trigger genes to 
manufacture neurotransmitters leading to 
depression.

Interaction
the dependence of the effect of one factor (such as 
environment) on another factor (such as heredity)



Gene-Environment	Interac9on	

Genes and environment affect our traits 
individually, but more important are their 

interactive effects.

People respond differently to
Rowan Atkinson (Mr. Bean) than Orlando bloom.



Heritability  

• Heritability
– “difference among people”



Heritability  
Group Differences

• Heritable differences between 
individuals does not imply 
heritable group differences



Heritability  
Nature and Nurture

• Influence of adaptation
• Nature and nurture work 

together
• Genes are                               

self-regulating



Gene-Environment Interaction 

• Genes and experience interact
– Evocative interactions



The New Frontier: Molecular Genetics

• Molecular genetics
– Molecular behavior genetics
– Genetics and diseases



Evolutionary Psychology: 
Understanding Human Nature



Natural Selection and Adaptation 

• Evolutionary psychology
– Natural selection

• Mutation
• Adaptation
• Fitness



Evolutionary Success Helps Explain 
Similarities

• Behaviors that contribute to 
survival are found throughout 
cultures



Evolutionary Success Helps Explain Similarities 
Outdated Tendencies

• Genetic traits which helped our 
ancestors survive may harm us 
today



Evolutionary Success Helps Explain Similarities 
Evolutionary Psychology Today

• “the Second Darwinian 
Revolution”



Gender	Development	

Based on genetic makeup, males and 
females are alike, since the majority of 
our inherited genes (45 chromosomes are 
unisex) are similar.

Males and females differ biologically in 
body fat, muscle, height, onset of 
puberty, and life expectancy.



An Evolutionary Explanation of Human Sexuality  
Gender Differences in Sexuality

• Studies suggesting men have a 
stronger tendency towards sex



An Evolutionary Explanation of Human Sexuality  
Natural Selection and Mating Preferences

• Differing preferences in 
partners
– Male preferences
– Female preferences



Gender	Differences	in	Aggression	

Men express themselves and behave 
in more aggressive ways than do women. 

This aggression gender gap appears 
in many cultures and at various ages. 

In males, the nature of this aggression 
is physical.



Gender	and	Social	Power	

In most societies, men are socially 
dominant and are perceived as 
such. 

In 2005, men accounted for 84% 
of the governing parliaments.



Gender	Differences	and	
Connectedness	

Young and old, women form more 
connections (friendships) with people 
than do men. Men emphasize 
freedom and self-reliance.
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Biology	of	Sex	
Biological sex is determined by the 
twenty-third pair of chromosomes. If the 
pair is XX, a female is produced. If the pair 
is XY, a male child is produced.



Sexual	Differen9a9on	

In the mother’s womb, the male fetus is 
exposed to testosterone (because of the 
Y chromosome), which leads to the 
development of male genitalia.

If low levels of testosterone are released 
in the uterus, the result is a female.



The	Nature	and	Nurture	of	Gender	

§  Testosterone	
§  the	most	important	of	the	male	sex	
hormones	

§ both	males	and	females	have	it	

§ addi6onal	testosterone	in	males	s6mulates		
§ growth	of	male	sex	organs	in	the	fetus	

§ development	of	male	sex	characteris6cs	during	
puberty	



Sexual	Differen9a9on	

Sexual differentiation is not only 
biological, but also psychological and 
social.

However, genes and hormones play a 
very important role in defining gender, 
especially in altering the brain and 
influencing gender differences as a 
result.



Gender	Roles	

Our culture shapes our gender roles 
— expectations of how men and 
women are supposed to behave.
Gender Identity — means how a 
person views himself or herself in terms 
of gender.
Gender-typing— the acquisition of 
a traditional masculine or feminine 
role



The	Nature	and	Nurture	of	Gender	

§  Social	Learning	Theory	
§  theory	that	we	learn	social	behavior	by	
observing	and	imita6ng	and	by	being	
rewarded	or	punished	

§ Gender	Schema	Theory	
§ suggests	that	we	learn	a	cultural	“recipe”	of	
how	to	be	a	male	or	a	female,	which	
influences	our	gender-	based	percep6ons	
and	behaviors.	



Reflections on Nature and Nurture	



Gender Schema Theory
Gender-role development is influenced 

by the formation of schemas, or 
mental representations, of masculinity 
and femininity

An example of how a child forms a schema associated with 
gender.  A girl is offered a choice of 4 toys to play with.

I am a girl

Toy car

Doll

Orange

Artichoke

Approach 
object

Who 
for?

Is it relevant 
to me?

Avoid/
Forget

Assign to 
category 
and 
remember/
Approach

Not 
for me

For me

Boys

Girls



The	Nature	and	Nurture	of	Gender	
§  Two	theories	of	gender	typing	



The Role of Hormones
Hormones are chemicals that control bodily 
responses such as emotions, growth, and sexuality.

4 Males have more androgen.

4 Females have more estrogen.

4 Hormones play a lesser role in human 
development and behavior than they do in 
animals.

The sex hormones are estrogen and androgen.





Male/Female Differences

The only activity that is clearly defined along 
gender lines is reproduction. All other 
activities are shared by both sexes to 
different degrees.
Nurturance:  Women 
generally show more 
empathy, but males can 
also be nurturing. No one 
has proven the existence of 
strong maternal instinct in 
humans.



Physical activity:  Boys 
start out more physically 
active. By adulthood, 
differences in activity 
levels between genders 
have disappeared.

Aggression:  Males are 
aggressive in more 
situations than females. 
Females do show 
aggression in some 
situations, however.



Males and females are very close in overall 
intellectual abilities.

Intelligence

Spatial Skills
Skills involving the ability to 
imagine how objects would look 
when moved about in space. 
Males generally do better though 
social role, social class, ethnic 
background, and the type of test 
given also play roles. 





Mathematical Ability
Studies are not clear and have not as yet 
conclusively shown that males are innately 
better at math. 

4 Males  do better than females on the SAT math 
section, but study findings have not been 
consistent. 

4 Teachers and parents have higher expectations 
for males. 

4 Females may avoid difficult areas such as math. 



Verbal Ability 
Includes not just speaking but also word 
problems, reading and writing. Generally, 
girls do better than males until early 
adolescence. 



Social Factors

Self-Confidence
4 In  adolescence, females’ confidence often declines 

(concerned with how boys will react to them?). 

4 The loss of confidence is highest in whites and 
Hispanics and lowest in African Americans.

4 Overall, studies have not found major differences 
in self-confidence levels between males and 
females.



Friendships
4 Boys’ groups usually have a leader, girls 

have more equal status in groups.
4 Boys usually issue orders and demands 

while girls make more suggestions.
4 Adult females tend to have a best friend of 

the same sex while males do not.
4 Adult females have a few close friends while 

males have a larger number of male 
acquaintances.

4 Females initiate most breakups.



Communication
Men Women

4  Talk more and interrupt more

4 Touch more 4 Are the ones being touched

4 Disclose more about themselves

4  Talk less and interrupt less

4 Disclose less about self

4 Boys sit next to one another 4 Girls sit facing one another

4 Males offer solutions to 
problems

4 Girls share similar stories



Selecting a Mate
Overall, the top eight 
characteristics for 
potential mate selection 
are:

1.  Social Status

2.  Economic Status

3.  Physical Attractiveness

4.  Personality

5.  Intelligence

6.   Ambition

7.  Character

8.  Sense of Humor





Gender Role Behavior
Gender role behaviors reflect what society says 
are appropriate actions for males and females.

Through identification with a parent of the same 
sex, people learn how to behave appropriately.

Which jobs are 
appropriate      for 
males?             for 

females?



4 Fathers who are very warm toward daughters 
tend to produce mild tomboyishness in girls.

4 Boys whose fathers were absent during 
preschool years tend to be less aggressive and 
not as active in sports.

4 People who are considered mentally healthy tend not to have excessive 
masculine or feminine qualities.

4 Children tend to identify with the dominant parent in the household, even 
across sex lines.

Gender studies have shown



4 Fathers are more determined that appropriate activities are given to 
young male children. 

4 People handle babies differently depending on whether they are 
identified as male or female.

4 People will assign different characteristics to babies when 
they are identified as male or female.



Mixing Gender Roles
Rigid extremes for gender roles for males and 
females restrict the full range of human 
behaviors and emotions. 

Androgynous people are high in male and 
female characteristics. 

Androgynous behavior can lead to more 
flexibility and willingness to share 
characteristics of members of                       
the opposite sex.



Gender-Busting Communication 
Hints (for Males)
1.  Do you frequently interrupt females while they are speaking?  Try to 

break the habit.

2.  Avoid answering questions with “Nope”and “Yep.” Try to explain more and 
give some details why you did something.

3.  Try to open up on personal issues.

4.  Ask for help if you need it.

Can you tell me 
how to get to . . .?



1.  Look people directly in the eye.

2.  If men interrupt conversations, assertively direct the conversation back. 

3.  Do not over-apologize for your behaviors.

4.  Talk more often about current events, less about 
people.

Gender-Busting Communication 
Hints (for Females)









Critiquing the Evolutionary Perspective

• Backward theorizing
• Impact of social influence



Reflections on Nature and 
Nurture



The End


